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Generative AI helps brands distill consumer insights to create personalized products while AR

virtual try-on solutions give customers the ability to try before buying. Beauty brands are

finding ways to draw consumers into their apps with exclusive content or services.

1. Generative AI for personalization

Because every body is di�erent, true personalization in the beauty industry can be

challenging. However, generative AI is helping brands get closer to this goal by enabling them

to analyze and then use customer data to formulate customized products.

Why it matters: Generative AI may still be in its early days, but brands recognize the

technology’s potential personalize products and recommendations. As it matures, we expect

more brands to use generative AI to create a more one-to-one experience for customers.

2. Virtual try-on to bridge the gap between physical and digital

Through social media platforms or tech company partnerships, beauty brands are embracing

AR virtual try-on solutions as a way to bring a traditionally physical experience to the digital

world.

Prose unveiled its AI-powered skincare line, which combines user insights and a proprietary

algorithm to create an ultra-personalized formula for customers.

Sephora, Ulta Beauty, and tech company Haut AI are also using generative AI to develop

personalized skincare products.

Supergoop and OPI have partnered with Snap to roll out try-on lenses for their new products.

Self-tanning and suncare brand Bondi Sands has teamed up with beauty and fashion tech

provider Perfect Corp. to o�er a self-tanner virtual try-on solution across the US, the UK,

Europe, and Australia.

Perfect Corp. is also partnering with travel retailer Dufry to bring AR-powered makeup try-on

experiences to airports around the world.

Dior is o�ering a live online consultation service for beauty customers using AR makeup

virtual try-on technology.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/prose-the-global-leader-in-personalization-debuts-ai-powered-skincare-301865371.html
https://beautymatter.com/articles/beauty-brands-using-ai-to-supercharge-creativity-and-innovation
https://newsroom.snap.com/snapchat-celebrates-summer-with-supergoop-and-opi
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/perfect-corp-partners-bondi-sands-104500145.html
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230717836044/en/Perfect-Corp.-Partners-With-Global-Travel-Retailer-Dufry-to-Bring-AR-Makeup-Virtual-Try-On-to-Airports-Worldwide
https://www.retailtouchpoints.com/topics/digital-commerce/e-commerce-experience/dior-to-offer-beauty-customers-live-virtual-consultations
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Why it matters: Nearly one-fifth (19%) of US beauty consumers say that virtual product try-

ons would help them feel more confident purchasing products digitally, per Bolt. Beyond

triggering a purchase, virtual try-on technology encourages consumers to spend time with a

brand, increasing brand awareness and potentially brand a�nity.

3. Apps that go beyond loyalty

Many consumers use branded apps solely to keep track of loyalty points or discounts. But

beauty brands can use their apps to engage customers beyond the point of purchase with

one-of-a-kind content or services.

Why it matters: If done right, a branded app can lead to increased customer loyalty and

higher sales numbers. For Charlotte Tilbury, it’s using exclusivity to lure its already-dedicated

customers onto the app, whereas Estée Lauder is finding a way to secure a niche audience’s

loyalty.

 

This was originally featured in the Retail Daily newsletter. For more retail insights, statistics,

and trends, subscribe here.

Charlotte Tilbury rolled out its first-ever ecommerce app, which features personalized

recommendations, early access to new products, and a video library of how-to tutorials and

other app-only content.

Estée Lauder launched an app in the UK and Ireland that helps visually impaired users more

easily apply makeup.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/newsletters
https://chainstoreage.com/charlotte-tilbury-debuts-consumer-app
https://www.elcompanies.com/en/news-and-media/newsroom/press-releases/2023/11-01-2023#:~:text=ELC%20developed%20this%20app%20while,improved%20over%20the%20coming%20months.

